
 

 

 

 

  

Below is a sampling of some of the expert expedition team members that you can look forward to travelling with. 

This is not an exhaustive list and may change as your trip draws nearer. 

 

 

 

 

Expedition Leader 
Matthew James is an adventurer and explorer by nature and by trade. He works tirelessly to 

ensure passengers have the best possible expedition experience. 

 

Matthew James is inspired by his loving family and friends to journey into the unknown 

parts of the world. Born and raised in southern Ontario, MJ was immediately introduced to 

an adventurous lifestyle by a family of avid explorers. He loves the outdoors and has been 

infatuated with all things wild from a young age. He first travelled to the Arctic at the age of 

two—an experience that ignited his love for the North. 

As the Director of Business Development, MJ focuses on creating long-lasting partnerships 

with likeminded organizations. His years of experience working aboard expeditions have 

ideally equipped him to anticipate and understand the individual needs of clients and 

partners alike. MJ prides himself on crafting custom experiences that surpass expectations 

and meet objectives on both sides of the table. 

MJ travels widely to understand diverse cultures, connect with people, and nurture his love 

for the natural world. With over sixty expeditions all over the world—and seventeen years of 

field experience—under his belt, MJ is highly experienced in all aspects of expedition cruising. 

Safety and guest experience are his two primary concerns, and he brings his passion for all 

things wild to bear on trips. His favourite places to travel are the polar regions, and has led 

dozens of trips to the Arctic and Antarctic. 

Whether in the role of Expedition Leader, host, or Zodiac driver, MJ is dedicated to sharing 

experiences and leading the charge. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Assistant Expedition Leader 
Naturalist, traveller, and adventurer, Julie’s enthusiasm and passion are contagious; she is 

excited to share her love and knowledge of the environment. 

 

Julie is originally from Lévis, Québec, and the St. Lawrence River’s shores have 

always been a place of adventures and discoveries for her. Julie’s love for nature 

and thirst of exploration has brought her up north of 60, where she called the 

Yukon wilderness home. 

Julie graduated in biogeography from University of Quebec in Rimouski. She has 

participated in a variety of research projects, including the enumeration of stock of 

the pacific salmon on northern rivers, the behaviour of hoary marmot in the 

Yukon’s mountains, and camera trapping cheetahs and lions in Africa. 

Like a lot of northerners, Julie possesses a versatile array of skills. She has worked 

as a wildlife technician, a guide, and in the film and dental industry. Always seeking 

new adventures or new berries patches, Julie also enjoys her quiet time at home in 

her off-the-grid cabin in the beautiful Yukon pine forest that she built with her 

partner. 

Julie joined Adventure Canada in 2016 and fulfilled her lifelong dream of sailing in 

Arctic waters. She is looking forward to sharing her love of the polar world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Program Director 
Ellie Clin is an environmental educator by training and an adventurer at heart, having explored 

all seven continents and both polar regions. 

 

Although she grew up land-locked in Southern Ontario, Ellie was bitten by the travel 

bug at a young age. After studying Linguistics at Queen’s University and completing 

a Master's degree in Child Study and Education at the University of Toronto, Ellie 

taught an environmentally focused curriculum to elementary students for six years 

before she ran away to sea. Since then, she’s found herself aboard sailboats in the 

Caribbean, mega yachts in the Mediterranean, and on expedition ships in both 

polar regions. 

Her love for being on the water often finds her snorkelling, kayaking, stand-up 

paddle boarding, canoeing, or driving a Zodiac. But her passion for being under the 

water is what led her to pursue a PADI Divemaster qualification. From the warm, 

clear waters of the Red Sea to the cold, rough swells in New Zealand, Ellie loves 

learning about the life and history of the places she dives and sharing these with 

others. 

Above the waves, you can often find Ellie hiking, trail running, skiing, snowshoeing, 

or stretching out on her yoga mat. Whether boarding down volcanos in Nicaragua, 

climbing sand dunes in Morocco, white-water canoeing down the French River, or 

riding the Tokyo subway during rush hour, she loves to seek out adventures that 

expand her world view. Her travel and memoir writing has been featured in the 

Globe & Mail, Atlas Obscura, and Explore Magazine online, as well as Adventure 

Canada's own Mindful Explorer platform. 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Host 
Ecologist, teacher, world traveler, and internationally published photographer. 

 

Danny has led Adventure Canada natural history and photography programs for over 

twenty-five years. Danny studied wildlife ecology on Canada’s west coast and did 

postgraduate studies in east Africa. 

Danny worked for many years as a Park Naturalist and planner in Kootenay National 

Park in the Canadian Rockies and his career with Parks Canada spanned thirteen years. 

He also taught at three universities in eastern Indonesia for the Canadian International 

Development Agency (CIDA) before returning to Canada to teach at the post-secondary 

level which he has done for the past twenty-two years. Danny is presently the program 

head of the Fish, Wildlife, and Recreation program at the BC Institute of Technology. 

When not teaching, Danny works as a biologist and photographer on expedition ships 

in the Arctic, sailboats on the Pacific coast, guides small groups on specialized 

itineraries, and lectures on cruise ships all over the world. Danny has a passion for 

travel and has explored and photographed the people, landscapes, and wildlife of close 

to one hundred countries. His photographs have been published in Canada and 

abroad with credits including the New York Daily News and Globe and Mail as well as 

Chinese Geographic, Macleans, and TIME magazines. 

Danny has been recognized for his work and in 2016 was invited to join the 

Commission on Education & Communication for IUCN, the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature. In 2012 he was inducted as a Fellow of the Royal Canadian 

Geographical Society and in 2011 was named a member of the prestigious New York 

City based Explorers Club. A past Rotary Scholar, Danny was selected for two years 

running (2009 and 2010) as the Canadian recipient of the Rotary Foundation Global 

Alumni Service to Humanity Award by Rotary International. The City of Burnaby, where 

Danny resided for many years, honored him in 2008 with its Environment Award. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Author, Musician, Historian 
Phil wakes every morning to the invigorating sight of Quebec's Gatineau River. He is a bestselling 

author, performing singer/songwriter, and university lecturer. 

 

Phil was born in London, England in 1951, but within six months he was on his first 

adventure ship, a luxury liner bound for Canada. Even as a young boy living in freshly built 

suburbs on the edge of Ottawa, he was a wanderer, often to be found in the adjacent farm 

fields. A decade later his family returned to Liverpool, but he came back to Ottawa in 1978 

and embarked on a career as a writer and a performing songwriter. 

Phil’s adventures in writing and music ran parallel. His musical career, both as solo artist 

and as founder of the quartet Riverbend, has played on over forty years, from busking in 

the Byward Market in Ottawa, Ontario to playing for Adventure Canada guests onboard. 

In the writing trade, he became an author in 1991, when he published Fields of Vision: A 

Journey to Canada's Family Farms, a project that took him from the farm furthest east in 

Canada—just outside St. John’s, Newfoundland—all the way to the farm furthest west, a 

dozen kilometres north of Dawson City, Yukon. 

He was later asked to write a book on the Saint Lawrence River, which became River Song: 

Sailing the History of the St. Lawrence. His greatest adventure in the writing of that book 

was sailing the length of the Saint Lawrence on a replica two-masted, nineteenth-century 

schooner (and diving several wrecks along the way). 

Three of his books have achieved bestseller status, and in between writing books, Phil also 

wrote for magazines and newspapers, including for National Geographic Traveller, Equinox, 

Canadian Geographic, and many others. 

A side effect of writing about the Canadian landscape, its history, and those who inhabit it 

is Phil’s career as a lecturer and speaker of Canadian history. This has taken Phil across the 

country, into universities, on CBC radio, and into the ship's lounge of Adventure Canada 

expeditions. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Marine Biologist 
Pierre is a north Atlantic and Arctic marine mammal specialist, an avid birder, and a naturalist. 

He is happiest while outside looking for wildlife. 

 

Pierre has been an avid naturalist since his teens. He developed a keen interest in 

marine life and, in particular, whales, seals, and seabirds. Pierre was one of the first 

naturalists on board St. Lawrence whale-watching cruises in the 1970s. For thirty 

years, he was employed as a marine biologist and scientist at Fisheries and Oceans 

Canada, during which time he conducted field research on beluga whales, 

narwhals, and walrus. He has authored many scientific publications and three 

nature guides on marine mammals. 

Now retired from Fisheries and Oceans, Pierre can spend more time as a nature 

guide and naturalist interpreter, his first love. Since 2005, he has been a regular 

guide on Adventure Canada’s Arctic and Atlantic expeditions. An outdoor enthusiast 

in his spare time, Pierre enjoys bird-watching wherever he goes and has pursued 

that passion across the world. Pierre likes to be outside on deck, in a Zodiac, or on 

land looking for wildlife. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Naturalist 
Dylan is an ecologist and explorer who has rowed and cycled halfway around the globe. 

Specialist in wildlife, plants and the wilderness. 

 

Dylan grew up in the city, but fell in love with wild places and the creatures that inhabit 

them before he could walk. It was clear from his childhood nickname, the “Happy 

Camper”, that Dylan was meant for the outdoors. 

This lifelong passion for experiencing, conserving and learning about nature has 

propelled Dylan into two parallel careers. 

He is a professional ecologist with more than seven years of work on more than 150 

diverse projects for government, non-profit, private, and academic clients. Experience 

from thousands of field hours and an Environmental Science degree has given Dylan a 

comprehensive set of skills and knowledge about ecological systems in Canada, and 

around the world. 

He is also a wilderness and wildlife guide. This career started with canoe trips around 

Ontario as a teenager. Dylan loved these trips and nurtured his wilderness skills which 

led him to contracts as an Algonquin canoe guide, and, later, to BC as a whitewater raft 

guide. Eventually, he went on to organize his own large-scale expeditions, which would 

take him nearly halfway around the globe by bike and by oar. 

Since 2016, Dylan has combined his two career streams to serve as an international 

naturalist. He’s led very successful tours of Namibia, Western South Africa, Greenland, 

and Argentina. 

When he isn’t working, Dylan splits his time between Toronto and Guelph, ON with 

frequent forays into the bush. He is an experienced musician and performs regularly 

on electric bass and piano with a variety of groups around southern Ontario. 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Kayak Guide 
John finds connection to water and wild spaces. He splits his time between travelling the north as 

a consultant, and a devotion to paddlesports. 

 

Growing up in national parks across the Northwest Territories started John off with 

a love of wild spaces and the people who live in them from an early age. Taking this 

passion, he went into the study of Archaeology and Anthropology, and has been 

living and working in the Northwest Territories as a multidisciplinary consultant in 

the fields of environmental science, anthropology, education, and wilderness safety 

for over a decade. 

John has always been one to shy away from holidays to sunny beaches and as a 

result has ended up travelling or living in many places across the circumpolar world 

including: Svalbard, northern Scandinavia, Greenland, many communities in the 

Canadian Arctic, and even Yakutia in the far east of the Russian Arctic. 

When he’s not travelling or working John spends his time kayaking the big waters of 

the Slave River, ice fishing, hunting, or working on his linocut art at his home in Fort 

Smith, NT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Partnerships & Sustainability 
Bill loves connections and networks—in nature, culture, and people. Travel deepens his appreciation 

of these intricate weavings, revealing opportunities for a positive and resilient future. 

 

As a co-founder of Adventure Canada, Bill remains awed and deeply appreciative of 

the amazing next generation of his family who make the company what it is today. 

This admiration also encompasses the extended family of passionate, intelligent, 

and inspiring people who have and continue to work for Adventure Canada, as well 

as the guests who travel with us on these outstanding expeditions. Forging new 

partnerships, developing and launching the Taste of Place culinary program, and 

Adventure Canada’s sustainability plan are his current assignments. 

In addition to his time with Adventure Canada, Bill manages Greenman Sustainable 

Solutions, a consulting company through which he has pursued a wide range of 

projects in community development, natural history, public gardens and 

greenhouses, community festivals, regenerative economics, climate action, 

renewable energy, green building, composting, and living soil. 

He enjoys outdoor pursuits, travel, cooking (and tasting!), gardening, and fishing, 

and he has totally irrational interests in both tropical orchids and ice hockey (the 

Toronto Maple Leafs in particular). Yes, it may seem like a strange combination, but 

he assures us he’s seeking help! 

As Director of Solar Now, a project with Clean Energy Canada, Bill directed the 

development, communications, and education programs associated with the 

installation of solar photovoltaic energy on public buildings, schools, community 

centres, and electric vehicle charging networks. At its conclusion, Solar Now 

facilitated the installation of over $1.6 million and 420kW of solar renewable energy 

products in sixteen communities. 



 

  

 

 

 

 

Expedition Team 
Fuelled by the sheer beauty of the land and its kind souls, Jassin’s smile transmits his love for life 

and wild adventures. 

 

Originally from La Belle Province, Jassin lives a life of peace and adventure in the 

land of the midnight sun. A knowledgeable outdoorsman, he’s always up for an 

escapade around the word. Twenty years of travelling the Nordic landscape by 

most means available led him to sail the Northwest passage as a member of the 

Adventure Canada expedition team. 

In other seasons, Jassin also works as an independent drone operator and 

cameraman on various film projects. He specializes in the great outdoors and 

recently took to the savannas of South Africa and Mozambique, filming a Big Cat 

initiative project for National Geographic. Last year, he travelled across Canada and 

up the ice road to Tuktoyaktuk for some award-winning documentaries. 

To relax, Jassin enjoys yoga, guitar, and foraging for wild food. His curiosity for life 

leads him across an array of interests, studies, and work—including psychology, 

forestry, nursing, and navigating the remote rivers of British Colombia, Yukon, and 

Alaska. 

Jassin is delighted to be part of the amazing team of Adventure Canada. Feeding his 

journey from passion for life and nature, he makes sharing and learning an 

endeavour. 


